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Abstract
Magnetic properties in perovskite titanates ATiO3-δ (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) were inves-
tigated before and after arc melting. Crystal structure analysis was conducted by
powder synchrotron X-ray diffraction with Rietveld refinements. Quantitative
chemical element analysis was carried out by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
Magneticmeasurementswere conducted by vibrating samplemagnetometer and
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The magnetic properties are found
to be affected by impurities of 3d elements such as Fe, Co, and Ni. Depending on
the composition and crystal structure, the occupation of themagnetic ions in per-
ovskite titanates is selectively varied, which is interpreted to be the origin of the
different magnetic behaviors in arc-melted perovskite titanates ATiO3-δ (A= Ca,
Sr, Ba). In addition, both formation of oxygen vacancies and the reduction of Ti4+

to Ti3+ during arc-melting also play a role as proven by XMCD. Nevertheless,
preferential site occupation of magnetic impurities is dominant in the magnetic
properties of arc-melted perovskite ATiO3-δ (A = Ca, Sr, Ba).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Perovskite-type oxides (ABO3) are one of the most
intensely studied materials as they exhibit many fasci-
nating and intriguing physical and chemical properties.1
Due to the compositional flexibilities of perovskites with
extensive substitution levels, physical and chemical prop-
erties can be effectively and precisely tuned.2–5 In addition,
through the design and control of very small changes
in oxygen vacancy concentrations, optical, catalytic, elec-
tronic, ionic, and magnetic properties can be strongly
affected and controlled.6–9 Several strategies for the gen-
eration of oxygen vacancies in perovskites have been
reported.10
Compared to conventional sintering, arc-melting is

found to consume less power and energy compared to
conventional heating methods which is beneficial for a
circular economy.11 The arc-melting method has been typ-
ically used for melting metals to form alloys12 and is now
fully recognized as one of the techniques to generate oxy-
gen vacancies. The high-temperature electric arc heats the
oxides to their melting point for only a few seconds, fol-
lowed by rapid cooling to room temperature. These rapid
melting and cooling processes effectively induce a high
concentration of defects in the oxide. Ou et al. used the arc-
melting technique to obtain defectivemetal oxides in order
to narrow the bandgap of oxide semiconductors.13 The
arc-melting treatment can turn white TiO2 into black.14,15
The solid solution La1–xSrxTiO3 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) has been
prepared by arc-melting of stoichiometric amounts of
SrTiO3 and LaTiO3.16 A series of Nd1–xAxTiO3 (A = Ca,
Sr, Ba; 0 ≤ x ≤ 1) compounds has been synthesized and
reported.17 Connolly and Tilley have tried to synthesize
the layered-perovskite NdnTinO3n+2 (n = 4.5 − 6.5).18 Gu
et al. presented enhanced photocatalytic performances of
SrTiO3 using laser-melting treatment.19 Yu et al. extended
this method for the preparation of defective SrTiO3 and
confirmed that a large amount of oxygen vacancies have
been implanted in the arc-melted SrTiO3.20
Magnetization can be also induced by non-magnetic

cations in oxides.21,22 Zhang et al. investigated vacancy-
induced magnetism in perovskite SrTiO3 by ab ini-
tio calculations.23 By using an ion irradiation or laser
annealing process, room-temperature ferromagnetism is
observed in high-quality SrTiO3 single crystals.24,25 Upon
arc-melting, the color of SrTiO3 powder turned from
white to dark gray, and the magnetic moment is about
10-fold increased, which was attributed to the intro-
duced defects during arc-melting.20 Even though many
researchers have evidenced themagnetic properties of arc-
melted SrTiO3, neither systematic study nor detailed inves-
tigation of the origin of magnetic properties is reported on
titanates ATiO3-δ (A = Ca, Sr, Ba). We emphasize that the

modification of magnetic properties in a perovskite ABO3
compound arises not only from oxygen vacancies but also
from selective substitutions on either the A-site or B-site.
In this study, we have applied the arc-melting technique

for the synthesis of defective perovskite titanates ATiO3-δ
(A = Ca, Sr, Ba). In addition, a systematic study of the
magnetic properties with the relationship between mag-
netic impurities and oxygen vacancies associatedwith Ti3+
in arc-melted perovskite titanates was conducted. With
this study, we have shown that site-selective occupation
of the magnetic 3d impurities such as Fe, Co, and Ni play
a dominant role in the magnetism of perovskite titanates
ATiO3-δ.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All powders, CaTiO3 (Alfa Aesar, ≥ 99 %), SrTiO3 (Sigma-
Aldrich, ≥ 99 %), and BaTiO3 (Alfa Aesar, ≥ 99 %) were
used directly without any further purification. Powders
were pressed into pellets using a uniaxial press and placed
on a water-cooled Cu substrate. The powders were heated
under an Ar atmosphere to be melted by a high-energy
arc. Followed by fast heating and melting, the samples
were quenched to room temperature. The white pellets
are congruently melted and transformed into bulk sam-
ples as exemplarily shown in Supporting Information S1.
The inside of the arc-melted sample is entirely black and
shiny. The arc-melted pellets were ground for further char-
acterization. CaTiO3, SrTiO3, and BaTiO3 samples before
arc-melting are denoted as CTO, STO, and BTO, respec-
tively, while the corresponding samples after arc-melting
are denoted in the following as CTO_arc, STO_arc, and
BTO_arc, respectively.
Synchrotron high-resolution powder X-ray diffraction

(XRD) patterns were obtained at the beamline ID22 of
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) with
a wavelength of 0.35439 Å. The sample powders were
sealed in quartz capillaries of 1.0 mm in diameter, and
the diffraction patterns were recorded in the transmis-
sion modes at room temperature in a 2θ range of 1–48◦
with an angular step interval of 0.002◦, using the setup
equipped with crystal analyzers.26 XRD patterns were
analyzed in a 2θ range of 3–32◦ by the Rietveld refine-
ment program Fullprof.2k. The Thompson-Cox-Hastings
pseudo-Voigt function was chosen as profile function.
Phase identification was performed by using the program
Malvern Panalytical HighScore.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements

were carried out in a Thermo VG Thetaprobe system
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) employing monochromatic Al
KαX-ray radiation (1486.7 eV) applying an electrical power
of 100 W. The X-ray spot size on the sample was about
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400 μm in diameter. An electron flood gun was employed
for surface charge compensation. The sampleswere loaded
into the ultra-high vacuum chamber one day before mea-
surements. Survey spectra were recorded with a pass
energy of 200 eV, and more detailed spectra of single ele-
mental peaksweremeasured in snap scanmode afterward.
The measured data were fitted using the routines included
in the software Avantage.
DC magnetic properties were determined by means of a

vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, Quantum Design
MPMS 3). Temperature dependence of the susceptibility
was measured with field-cooled (FC) and zero-FC (ZFC)
protocols in the temperature range of 3–300 K under a
magnetic field of μ0H = 0.1 T.. Further high temperature
magnetic susceptibility data from 300 to 950 K were col-
lected using a furnace the same applied field. Finally, field
dependent measurements were conducted in the range of
7 T to −7 T at various temperatures.
Both X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray

magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Ti-L2,3 edge
were performed at the synchrotron ANKA in KIT, Karl-
sruhe. All XAS and XMCD spectra were recorded in
the total electron yield mode at WERA beamline with
an energy resolution ΔE/E = 2 × 10−4. The XMCD
spectra were measured in an applied magnetic field of
up to 2 T.

3 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of both the pristine white
powders and arc-melted black ones. All main reflections
are found to be well-fitted by the respective perovskite
oxides. As shown in Supporting Information S2, the com-
parison of the main reflection of each perovskite oxide
before and after arc-melting clearly revealed that the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) is reduced by ca. a factor
of 2 after arc-melting, indicating the increase of crystallite
sizes and/or decreased micro-strains in the lattice. No rec-
ognizable preferred orientations are observed and a more
detailed analysis of FWHM is given in Supporting Infor-
mation S2. More importantly, owing to the high flux and
brilliance of the photon beam provided by synchrotron
radiation at beamline ID22 of the ESRF, we could even
detect secondary phases (Figure 1), which were hardly
detectable by a laboratory X-ray diffractometer. Notably,
the secondary phases are only visible in the pristine white
powders, especially for CTO and BTO. The reflections
which do not belong to the perovskite phase vanished after
arc-melting. Details of phase identification are shown in
Supporting Information S3. Anatase TiO2 was found for
CTO, BTO, and STO as a main secondary phase. Addi-
tional secondary phases in the samples before arc-melting

F IGURE 1 Powder X-ray diffraction pattern (λ = 0.35439 Å) of
(A) CTO and CTO_arc, (B) STO and STO_arc, and (C) BTO and
BTO_arc obtained at room temperature. Intensity is plotted on a
logarithmic scale for better visibility of low-intensity peaks.
Secondary phases were hardly detectable by laboratory X-ray
diffractometers, but these secondary phases were detected by
synchrotron radiation.

were identified, that is, Ca(OH)2 for CTO and BaCO3 for
BTO. In order to determine the crystal structural param-
eters and atomic structural parameters, Rietveld analysis
was conducted and the results are presented in Supporting
Information S4–S6.
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F IGURE 2 X-ray photoemission spectra (background
subtracted) at (A) Ti 2p and (B) O 1s of CTO_arc (black), STO_arc
(red), and BTO_arc (green).

For a chemical element analysis, XPS was carried out.
The Ti 2p andO 1sXPS spectra of three arc-melted samples
are presented in Figure 2 after the background was sub-
tracted from the spectra. The characteristic Ti 2p3/2 peak
can be deconvoluted into two curves for Ti4+ (blue lines,
binding energy of 458.6 eV) and Ti3+ (orange lines, bind-
ing energy of 457.7 eV) as shown in Figure 2A. The ratio of
Ti3+/Ti4+ from the XPS spectra is calculated to be 19.5 %
for CTO_arc, 25.7 % for STO_arc, and 28.7 % for BTO_arc,
respectively. The O 1s XPS spectra shown in Figure 2B are
fitted by two peaks centered at 529.5 eV and 531.2 eV, which
are attributed to the lattice oxygen (marked as Lattice) and
surface adsorbed oxygen with oxygen deficiency (marked
as Surf. & def.), respectively. The concentrations of oxy-
gen deficiencies in CTO_arc and BTO_arc were ca. 10 %,
while that of STO_arc was ca. 40 % which deviates from
the generally expected maximum range of deficiency for
perovskite. The estimated high deficiency of oxygen could
be originated from oxygen-containing species on the sur-
face of STO_arc such as OH–, H2O, CO2/CO3

2– as well
as oxygen vacancies. The survey scan and XPS spectra for
CTO, STO, and BTO before arc-melting are also provided
in Supporting Information S7 and S8.

F IGURE 3 Temperature dependence of (A) susceptibility at
low temperature and (B) magnetization measured at high
temperature under an external field of 0.1 T. CTO_arc (black),
STO_arc (red), and BTO_arc (green). The critical temperatures, that
is, Curie or Néel temperature, of possible secondary phases are
highlighted by vertical lines.

Temperature-dependent susceptibility χ (M-T curves) at
low temperatures are shown in Figure 3A.With decreasing
temperature, the susceptibility increased and the values
at 3 K are about one order of magnitude higher than
those at room temperature. The absolute value decreased
in the order CTO_arc > BTO_arc > STO_arc. The suscep-
tibilities exhibited typical ferromagnetic behavior with a
bifurcation between FC and ZFC magnetization curves.
Bifurcation temperatures were estimated to be ∼150 K for
CTO_arc, ∼200 K for STO_arc, and ∼180 K for BTO_arc,
respectively. Additionally, ZFC curves of STO_arc and
BTO_arc exhibited magnetic phase transition with criti-
cal blocking temperatures (TB) of 16 and 9 K, respectively.
Below TB, magnetic nanoparticles exhibit hysteresis due
to metastability induced by insufficient time for complete
magnetic relaxation when superparamagnetic samples are
cooled.27 Pei et al. also reported the emergent magnetic
phase transition near 18 K in the Fe-doped SrTiO3−δ.28 TB
was not observed for pristine STO and BTO (Supporting
Information S9).
Figure 3B displays M-T curves at high temperatures.

M—T curves exhibited several critical temperatures from
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F IGURE 4 Field dependence of magnetization at various temperatures and the fitting results of the saturation magnetization with
Bloch’s law for (A, D) CTO_arc, (B, E) STO_arc, and (C, F) BTO_arc, respectively.

which the compounds can be inferred. From the extrapola-
tion of theM –T curve, the Curie temperature is calculated
to be ∼1000 K for CTO_arc. CTO_arc also showed steps
thatmight be assigned toNiTiO3, Fe2O3, andNi.29–31 Thus,
it is concluded that the substitution of impurities such as
Fe or Ni at the Ti site in the CaTiO3 perovskite structure
was hardly possible for CTO_arc. On the other hand, in
the case of STO_arc signatures thatmight belong to SrFeO3
and NiTiO3 were observed,32,33 revealing that the Sr and Ti
sites are selectively substituted by Ni and Fe, respectively.
Finally, in the case of BTO_arc apparently, there is no peak
due to the substitution of the magnetic transition element.
Critical temperatures of Fe and Co metals are reported to
be higher than 1000 K, which was out of the measurement
range in this study. The differentiation (dM/dT) data as a
function of temperature over the range of 320–945K shown
in Supporting Information S10 revealed the peaks of phase
transition at different critical temperatures, and the critical
temperatures of corresponding materials are summarized
in Supporting Information S11.
Field-dependent magnetization curves (M—H) of

CTO_arc, STO_arc, and BTO_arc are presented in
Figure 4. The raw data were corrected considering the
para- and diamagnetic terms by a linear fitting at high
magnetic fields.M—H curves of CTO, STO, and BTO with
paramagnetic correction are shown in Supporting Infor-
mation S12. In addition, the M-H curves of arc-melted
samples without correction at low temperatures are
shown in Supporting Information S13. CTO_arc showed

the highest magnetization value among all arc-melted
and pristine samples. The hysteresis loops were also
confirmed for CTO_arc, STO_arc, and BTO_arc. The
soft and hard magnetic components were observed to be
exchange-coupled with each other for STO_arc. The soft
and hard magnetic materials could be distinguished by
coercivity where soft magnetic material has no coercivity,
while hard magnet has coercivity. The coupled magnet
shows a hysteresis loop without any step. De-coupled
magnets, on the other hand, have steps in hysteresis loops.
Interestingly, the magnetic decoupling was obviously
observed at 3 K for BTO_arc. This finding of coupling
in STO_arc and decoupling in BTO_arc in M—H curves
indicates that both soft and hard magnetic compounds
formed in STO_arc and BTO_arc interplay differently. In
the case of STO_arc, the magnetic exchange interaction
occurs inside the perovskite structure, whereas in the
case of BTO_arc, the exchange interaction is outside
of the perovskite, namely between the perovskite and
secondary phase. The saturation magnetization of M-H
curves at various temperatures was fitted with Bloch’s law
𝑀 (𝑇) = 𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇𝐶)

𝛽 as shown in Figure 4D–F.34 TC is the
ordering temperature, i.e. the Curie temperature in a fer-
romagnet or the Néel temperature in an antiferromagnet
and β is the critical exponent that reflects the universality
class and actual dimensionality of the magnetic system.
BTO_arc was fitted well as a three-dimensional bulk
ferromagnet (β) which can be explained by the existence
of binary TM-oxides (TM = Fe, Co, and Ni). The fitting
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F IGURE 5 Normalized X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
(top) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) (bottom) edge
spectra for CTO_arc (black), STO_arc (red), and BTO_arc (green)
are shown at (A) the Ti L2,3-edges (The vertical dashed lines are
guides for the eyes) and (B) the O K-edge measured at room
temperature.

results of CTO_arc and STO_arc, however, revealed two
dimensional XY magnet system with the β value of ca.
0.221 and 0.214, respectively.35 In CTO_arc, the Ca site
is supposed to be substituted by magnetic elements. In
STO_arc, the magnetic transition metal elements most
likely substitute into both the Sr site and Ti site after arc-
melting. Finally, in BTO_arc there is no evidence of the
substitution, but the hard magnet is found to be formed
as a secondary phase in M—H curve at low temperature.
The value of β was 0.5 indicating 3-D ferromagnet phase.
This finding is in good agreement with the M—T curve
analysis exhibited in Figure 3B.
Normalized XAS and XMCD spectra at the Ti L2,3-edge

are shown in Figure 5A. The contribution of Ti3+ is evi-
denced h by the reduced energy difference between t2g
and eg, and by the broadened eg peak width.36 CTO_arc
displayed the smallest energy difference between t2g and
eg together with the largest eg peak broadening among
three samples. On the other hand, the XAS spectra of
STO_arc revealed the biggest energy difference between
t2g and eg. A more detailed comparison of spectra can be
seen in Supporting Information S14. The contribution of
Ti3+ to the magnetism of ATiO3–δ (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) is also
revealed in the XMCD spectra. The totalmagneticmoment
of Ti is obtained by the sum rule and the details of the

analysis are presented in Supporting Information S15. The
oxidation state of Ti 3d can be indirectly confirmed by
the XMCD measurement at the O K-edge as shown in
Figure 5B.37 There are multifold contributions for the sig-
nal at O K-edges from various compounds including the
perovskite itself and binary transition metal oxides. In the
case of CTO_arc, eg dominant MCD peak (μ+—μ–, shown
in green) is observed, which is highly related to magnetic
transition metal oxide, not to the perovskite itself. This
is in good agreement with M-T and M-H curves analysis
shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. On the other hand,
STO_arc and BTO_arc had both t2g and eg MCD peaks
with a marginal difference and the peaks are in opposite
directions. In the case of STO_arc, the antiferromagnetic
ordering of SrFeO3–δ appears to contribute to the spectra
where Ti-oxygen-Fe bonding can explain the induced t2g
peak from Ti and eg peak by Fe, respectively. In the case of
BTO_arc, t2g MCD peak dominantly originated from the
Ti3+ ferromagnetism and eg peak is shown to be the super-
position of two peaks whose origin is assumed to be from
Ti-oxygen-Ti in the perovskite structure and the contribu-
tion outside of the perovskite lattice like Fe2O3 expected
to be present in BTO_arc. Due to the highly reducing
condition, arc-melted samples have Ti3+ ions which are
also highly correlated with oxygen vacancy in the per-
ovskite structure. The XMCD intensities revealed that Ti3+
concentration is directly proportional to the δ values of
all the arc-melted titanates, and the details are shown in
Supporting Information S16.

4 DISCUSSION

For a better understanding of the magnetic properties
of arc-melted titanates, the obtained experimental results
were carefully correlated. For a consistent picture, the
existence of magnetic impurity phases has to be experi-
mentally proven. Notably, magnetic impurity phases play
a non-negligible role even when the concentrations are in
the range of parts per million (ppm, 10−6).21,22,38–40 For
the identification of Fe, Co, and Ni, ICP-OES was carried
out and summarized in Supporting Information S16. The
results indicate that the magnetic properties obtained in
this study can be highly influenced by the existing mag-
netic impurities existed in precursor powders. The crucial
observation is that CTO_arc showed one order of magni-
tude higher susceptibility value than CTO (Figure 3 and
Figure S9). STO and BTO also possess similar amounts of
magnetic impurities, but the magnetization value does not
change significantly after arc melting. The magnetization
behavior of CTO is different from the other two perovskites
in this study. The interpretation of this different magne-
tization behavior is not straightforward. Nevertheless, it
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is concluded that depending on the site-selectivity of the
magnetic 3d impurities such as Fe, Co, and Ni magnetism
hugely varied in arc-melted perovskite titanates.
Notably, the secondary phases are only visible in the

pristine white powders by synchrotron XRD as shown
in Supporting Information S3. The reflections which do
not belong to the perovskite phase vanished after arc-
melting. Rearrangement and reconstruction of perovskite
crystal lattice happened together with the possible incor-
poration of magnetic impurities. In addition, during the
arc melting (fast heating, melting, and quenching under
the Ar atmosphere), a severe reduction reaction hap-
pened. Thus, the substitution of magnetically active 3d
elements is highly related to the thermodynamic and
dynamic stability of the perovskite structure. No detectable
magnetic phase was confirmed by synchrotron XRD after
arc-melting, i.e. the other binary oxide phases, if any, are
too small to be detected even in synchrotron XRD. By XPS
and XAS, the ratios of Ti3+/Ti4+ in titanates were veri-
fied, and the ratios of Ti3+/Ti4+ increased in the order
of CTO_arc < STO_arc < BTO_arc consistent with the
order of oxygen vacancy δ values in ICP-OES. In order to
quantify the 3d impurities and Ti3+ concentration more
accurately, electron paramagnetic resonance experiments
can be executed hereafter.41
As presented, the generation of oxygen vacancies

together with the reduction of Ti4+ is expected during
arc-melting. Furthermore, with the substitution of mag-
netic impurities on the Ti site, complicated evolution of
M-T andM-H curves is expected.When Ti is substituted by
Fe in SrTiO3–δ, for instance, non-monotonic change with a
decreasing temperature in theM-T curve and thehysteresis
feature in theM-H curve had been already reported.28 The
small discrepancies between experimental observations
in this study and the previous report both the blocking
temperatures in the M-T curve and the coercive field
value in the M-H curve can be explained by the different
types and amounts of magnetic impurities. Maikhuri et al.
reported different ferromagnetic behavior in case of A-
and B-site Fe substituted BaTiO3.42 OurM-T curve showed
a similar hysteresis loop to that of B-site substitution in
BaTiO3. However, our M-H curve of BTO_arc revealed
decisive magnetic decoupling that can be explained by the
existence of separated two phases like BaTiO3 and Fe2O3.
In contrast to STO and BTO, our results show that A-site

substitution is much more plausible for CTO, suggesting
that not only the concentration of oxygen vacancies and
Ti3+,43 but also the site occupation of magnetic ions in
these perovskite titanates ATiO3-δ (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) impact
the resulting magnetic properties.
The ionic radius of octahedral Fe3+ is close to

that of Ti4+, thus B-site substitution is expected
(r(Fe3+)VI, high spin = 0.645 Å, and r(Ti4+)VI = 0.605

Å). However, the ionic radius of Fe2+ is in between the
ionic radius values of Ca2+ and Ti4+ (r(Ca2+)XII = 1.34 Å,
r(Fe2+) VI,high spin = 0.78 Å, and r(Ti4+)VI = 0.605 Å).44 In
the viewpoint of defect chemistry, Fe substitution for Ti
site in CaTiO3 can be described as (Eq. 1) with Kröger-Vink
notation,45

2CaO + Fe2O3

CaTiO3
							→ 2Ca

×
Ca + 2Fe′Ti + 5O×

O
+ 𝑉··

O
(1)

This implies that the Fe substitution would generate
more oxygen vacancies. On the contrary, Fe substitution
for the Ca site in CaTiO3 can be described as (Eq. 2)

2TiO + Fe2O3

CaTiO3
							→ 2Ti

×
Ti + 2Fe

·
Ca + 5O×

O
+ 2e′ (2)

The observed ferromagnetic behavior in CaTiO3 can be
connected with 𝑉′′

Ca
.46 It is postulated that Ca vacancies

first formed during arc-melting and subsequently unstable
Ca1–xTiO3 favored the facilitation of Fe on Ca-site.
Contrary to CTO, STO preferred the B-site substitu-

tion and BTO showed substitution of magnetic impurities
is hardly detectable with increased concentration of oxy-
gen vacancies (hot gas extraction result) and Ti3+ (XMCD
result). This difference originated from the structural sta-
bility and formability of perovskite titanates. The stability
and distortion of the perovskite-type crystal structures can
be typically described by Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor t

𝑡 =
𝑟𝐴 + 𝑟𝑂√
2 (𝑟𝑇𝑖 + 𝑟O)

(3)

where r is the ionic radius of ion and the ideal cubic
structure can be observed when t is close to 1.47,48 Gold-
schmidt’s tolerance factor t of CaTiO3, SrTiO3, and BaTiO3
are 0.966, 1.001, and 1.062, respectively based on the effec-
tive ionic radii of Shannon&Prewitt.44 CTO_arc, STO_arc,
and BTO_arc were indexed to orthorhombic, cubic, and
tetragonal structures, respectively. Typically, charge com-
pensation is achieved by the reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ ions
when oxygen vacancies are formed. In other words, due
to the oxygen vacancies commonly generated in SrTiO3,
adjacent Ti ions are reduced from Ti4+ to Ti3+, which form
an orbital state below the bottom of the conduction band.
The magnetization is proclaimed to appear because of this
spin–split impurity bands in the insulating SrTiO3 matrix.
In this study, the ferromagnetism of titanates can be partly
attributed to the creation of surface or lattice oxygen vacan-
cies. The effectivemagneticmoment per Ti3+ ions has been
verified by XMCD, confirming that adjacent Ti ions are
reduced from Ti4+ to Ti3+.
From the observations above, it was concluded that the

dominant contribution to the ferromagnetic behavior is
made not by the local magnetic moments of the Ti3+ (3d1)
ions or associated oxygen vacancies, but by the magnetic
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3d impurities whose site occupation is governed by crystal
structural aspects in the perovskite lattice. Differentiation
of the contribution of extrinsic magnetic ions, intrinsic
Ti3+, and oxygen vacancies is intriguing, and an open ques-
tion remains to be investigated. Further studies would be
necessary to address this issue inmore detail. For example,
in order to control the oxygen vacancies and concentration
of Ti3+ without affecting the contribution of extrinsic mag-
netic ions an annealing experiment in a quartz tube would
be anticipated.With this,magnetic properties can be inves-
tigated and correlated with the effect of oxygen vacancies
and concentration of Ti3+.

5 SUMMARY

Arc-melted perovskites were successfully synthesized
without any detectable secondary phases even with syn-
chrotron XRD. Crystal structure and magnetic properties
were investigated. CTO_arc showed one order of magni-
tude higher susceptibility than pristine CTO. The origin of
the magnetism in perovskite titanates ATiO3-δ (A = Ca, Sr,
Ba) was interpreted with respect to the occupational pref-
erence of magnetic impurities in the perovskite structure
during arc melting. Both, the formation of oxygen vacan-
cies and reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ play minor roles in mag-
netic properties as proven by XPS and XMCD. The struc-
tural stability and formability of perovskite titanates are
found to influence the predetermined occupation of mag-
netic impurities and reduction behavior in these particular
three perovskite compounds ATiO3-δ (A = Ca, Sr, Ba).
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